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To the community I serve and respective members of my fire board,  


 My name is Anthony Paolini and I am a firefighter-EMT for the 
Rodeo-Hercules Fire District. I have been a firefighter for this district for 
three years now. Since I started my career here in 2018 I have seen a lot 
of things change for the better. I am writing this letter because I feel the 
next step to enhancing our fire service for the public and our firefighters 
is annexation with Contra Costa County Fire.  


 The first topic I would like to touch on is opportunity. Contra Costa 
County Fire has a lot of opportunity. Contra Costa County Fire has a 
training support division, a prevention division, fire investigators, a new 
firefighter safety and wellness site in Pittsburg, depth of staffing, a 
bigger hiring pool, their own mechanic and maintenance shop and so 
much more. During my time here at the Rodeo-Hercules Fire District I 
have ridden the lows of the morale rollercoaster. I have seen firefighters 
leave or talk of leaving for bigger and better departments. I have seen 
our crews and specifically our medics mentally and physically exhausted 
after having to work five days straight. I have seen the effects of the 
Covid-19 pandemic when we had to drop from Advanced Life Support to 
Basic Life Support. How is this the best and most efficient service for our 
communities? With all the opportunities Contra Costa County Fire has to 
offer the morale of your firefighters will always remain high. Through 
these opportunities your Firefighters will have more options to specialize 
in specific areas in order to provide a better fire service to the public. It 
would be an incredible relief knowing that Contra Costa County Fire has 
the depth of staffing to tackle chores that our small department crews 
cannot always accomplish. Through annexation this would allow Rodeo-
Hercules firefighters to focus more on being the best they can be in their 
positions of captain, engineer, and firefighter. We would have immediate 
access to real-world training grounds such as station 20 off Treat Blvd and 
MOTCO in Concord. Opportunity will mold the best of the best and this is 
why I believe the public will benefit from this annexation.  


 The second topic I would like to talk about is firefighter retention 
here at Rodeo-Hercules. I mentioned before I have seen this district 
change for the better. However it is a band aid on a much larger wound. 







We need to look at the long term. I think our citizens and our firefighters 
deserve more and to me that more is Contra Costa County Fire. Our 
district is transforming from an older generation to a younger generation 
of young, energetic, and smart firefighters who are willing to serve. I do 
not want to see any of these firefighters leave for other departments if 
this annexation does not follow through. We will end up right back on the 
low morale rollercoaster. This does not produce the best fire service 
possible. I do not want to witness my chiefs and my captains suffer trying 
to hire new employees, get them trained up with limited resources for 
them to leave for other departments. Not to mention the cost of the 
revolving door of turnover. I hope the public would not want this either. If 
this annexation does not follow through there will continue to be new 
faces coming and going. The public will always struggle with getting to 
know and trusting their firefighters on a personal level. I would love for 
our existing firefighters to be annexed into Contra Costa County Fire and 
have the option to stay in Rodeo and Hercules and maintain those 
personal relationships with our citizens. I want the public to know that 
service will change. It will be enhanced and changed for the better.  


 The third thing I would like to talk about is firefighter safety. This 
annexation will improve firefighter safety tremendously. It will 
standardize everything we do as firefighters across the board in East, 
Central, and West counties. Everyone will be under the same roof. That 
way when we all show up to a fire we know exactly where specific hose 
lays are, how long they are and how to pull them. This is critical. This 
applies to everything we respond to as firefighters such as residential 
fires, commercial fires, vegetation fires, car fires, vehicle accidents and 
so much more. If all three districts become one the service improves and 
that is just one of the enhancements the public will see. I urge all of you 
to read about the Michelle Drive incident that took place in 2007 in San 
Pablo. We just had the 14th anniversary for that incident on 7/21. This 
annexation will bridge the gaps that we face with our policies and 
procedures, training, apparatus familiarization, fire ground operations 
and firefighter safety. Firefighter safety will also be increased through 
training. Contra Costa County Fire has real-world training grounds that 
mirror what we are actually experiencing on incidents. Trying to visualize 
what fire behavior will do while spraying water over a grass patch or 







asphalt parking lot is not accurate. Enhancing firefighter safety will 
ensure that an incident like Michelle Drive never happens again.  


 In Conclusion, I thank you all for your time and hearing what I have 
to say. I am currently working at station 75 in Rodeo and I have personally 
heard some residents worry that they will be let down by this annexation. 
I am here to tell you that this will not happen. I do not want that to 
happen. Contra Costa County Fire will provide great opportunities for 
both RHFD firefighters and the public. We will become that destination 
department we have always talked about and not just a stepping stone. 
We will retain our employees and enhance our firefighter safety. Which in 
turn offers you the highest level of service. We will not let you down. Our 
rigs would no longer say Rodeo-Hercules, our shirts would no longer say 
Rodeo-Hercules but we will continue to serve the community with the 
same full hearts that we started our careers with. Letting down my 
community is the last thing I want to do so please be the change that 
makes this happen and you will see all the great things this annexation 
has to offer. Thank you.  


Firefighter-EMT, 


Anthony Paolini 


                     








From: Matt Greiner
To: Kimberly Corcoran; Bryan Craig
Subject: Correspondence to RHFD Board Members
Date: Thursday, July 22, 2021 8:57:37 PM


Good evening citizens and members of the board. My
name is Matt Greiner and I am a firefighter here with
Rodeo-Hercules. I was hired over 4 years ago and
have a total of 6 years in the fire service. I have
written this letter to give you a standpoint in favor of
annexation straight from one of your firefighters here
in the district. I come from a unique background
because I was first hired with East Contra Costa
County Fire back in 2015. Retention of firefighters,
inadequate amount of stations and personnel, and an
abundance of calls were all huge issues during my
time there and I later made a decision and left to be a
firefighter here in the district. I am afraid to say we
are headed down the same path and dealing with
these same issues here to this day. Retention is a huge
issue here at RHFD as well and has been since I got
hired here over four years ago. We have lost great
firefighters to surrounding agencies due to pay,
greater opportunities in advancement elsewhere, and
lack of access to higher levels of training that other
departments offer. Contra Costa County Fire has
training divisions and multiple chiefs who are in
charge of specific programs within the department.
We are only 18 personnel and 2 Chiefs which means
that this massive work load falls on all of our
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shoulders on top of the rigorous day to day of what
our job consists of. This means that each one of us
runs a program. From taking care of the building and
grounds, to personal protective equipment, to
inspections within our district, and running all of our
community programs to stay involved just to name a
few. We have no choice but to keep these running and
do proudly but we are overworked and exhausted
especially with the ever growing and dangerous
summer fire seasons that have ravaged California
every year. Just like right now as multiple areas are
burning in the state today. With this annexation that
massive workload is taken from our shoulders which
is a huge benefit to us and to the community. This
allows these programs to flourish with the appropriate
personnel being able to run these day to day as their
main and only focus. Most importantly that massive
workload is lifted from us and allows us to be better
focused on our day to day jobs and be better
firefighters for our community each and every day.
Our district is continuously building all over which
means a massive increase in population and call
volume for us that is inevitability coming. We lack
the resources and personnel to sustain that growth. I
am not putting down our district in any way. I have
roots that run deep here in Rodeo. My great grandpa
was one of the original volunteer firefighters here and







later became one of the first paid firefighters in the
merge between Rodeo and Hercules. I grew up here
and still have family and very close friends that live
in the district. I would not be pushing annexation if it
was not a huge benefit for the citizens which are my
family and friends. This is why I find it beneficial as
one of your firefighters to explain the benefits. With
annexation the service to the community will greatly
increase with access to more personnel, better
equipment, special resources, and a massive training
division to just name a few. An influx of money right
now does not fix our current and future problems but
annexation does. We have had to shutdown stations in
the past and just last year we dropped our service
from advanced life support to basic life support. This
means we had no paramedics on our fire engines
providing a higher level of service to our citizens.
That is unacceptable to me and something I never
want to see happen again. This was due to multiple
injuries, which happen in our line of work very often,
and personnel being overworked with the dangerous
fire seasons that have gotten worse each year.
Annexation brings 300+ firefighters as dedicated and
caring as your 18 personnel here in the district today
to combat these major issues we face today. To the
citizens of this district, from the bottom of my heart, I
truly believe and know that annexation is the best







possible thing for this district and I hope I was able to
better paint that picture with this letter. To our board
members. I hope hearing directly from your fire
personnel has an impact on each and every one of you
here today and I hope that you will listen to what we
have said and make the right decision and vote in
favor of this annexation . Thank you so much for your
time. 


Sincerely FF Greiner








From: Jason Garry
To: Bryan Craig; Kimberly Corcoran
Subject: COORESPONDENCE TO RHFD BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Date: Thursday, July 22, 2021 4:08:53 PM


Good Evening Chair, Board and community members,


Thank you for the opportunity to speak tonight. My name is Jason
Garry. I am a Probationary Firefighter with the Rodeo-Hercules Fire
Protection District. Tonight, I’m speaking to you and asking for your
support of the annexation with Contra Costa Fire.


I was hired here with limited Firefighting experience. I came into
this department with an ambition to learn and become a professional
firefighter. Initially, my experience here was different than I had
envisioned. When compared to many of the larger departments that have
the resources to put on an 18 week, standardized academy RHFD was a
very different experience. It was difficult for me to learn in an
environment with many inconsistencies and then be evaluated in the
same manner.


At Contra Costa Fire there is an entire division dedicated to
training. With a standardized approach this would greatly improve the
competencies of our entry level Firefighters and properly prepare them
for working in their role as a Firefighter. Additionally, annexation
would provide the necessary in-depth training for future new hires
with limited experience in being better equipped and trained to
mitigate the many situations that we are tasked with on a daily basis.


My experience here at RHFD has been very positive since I have been
assigned to my now permanent crew. The expectations were clearly
explained to me and I have since been a contributing member on my
shift. In my situation during my training I was able to adapt and be
successful, however, I am concerned for those who will be hired after
me and would be led to follow in my “footsteps”. There is a department
next door that is welcoming us with open arms that has a standardized
fire academy that would resolve this problem.


In closing I would again stress that in supporting the annexation with
Contra Costa Fire it will resolve this issue and many others alike
while better serving the citizens of Rodeo, Hercules and our
Firefighters alike.


Thank you,
Jason Garry
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Rodeo Hercules Fire District Board of Directors,


I write to you today as a Fire Captain and leader at the Rodeo-Hercules Fire District. I have 16
years in the fire service in many different capacities and levels. There are 20 Firefighters,
Engineers, Captains and Chiefs that intimately know the fire service model that is needed to
effectively serve this community like no one else. In this letter I am speaking as one of those
individuals. I would like to share just a few of my thoughts on  the benefits of annexation for this
community and encourage you to please read with an open mind. My list of specific
enhancements in detail are listed by category below.


Firefighter safety: Firefighter safety would be increased through this annexation. Contra Costa
County Fire Protection District has 24/7 coverage district-wide with a safety officer. The safety
officer is to respond to high risk incidents,and ensure safe work practices are being employed.
We recently commemorated the anniversary of the sacrifice of Matt Burton and Scott Desmond
who died in the line of duty trying to save the lives of multiple members of the community in San
Pablo. A contributing factor in the fatality report was different agencies operating individually.
Bringing more of Battalion 7’s departments under the same roof, aligning training standards,
operating procedures, and accountability will aid in increasing firefighter safety and wellness
and can prevent future firefighter fatalities.


An industry-wide issue in today’s fire service is Workers Comp benefits. Workers Comp systems
create sluggish responses that can delay rehabilitation which creates a negative result in the
health and wellness of the employee. This leads to more overtime, costing taxpayers more as
recovery times increase, potentially leading to long term disability. As a progressive district,
CCCFPD is working on a proactive solution. Using their vast depth of resources, they have
come up with a new state-of-the-art wellness program that is one of the only two of its kind in
the entire nation. It is an exciting time for Contra Costa County Fire as they have become
nationwide leaders for the fire service through this endeavour. They now have two sports
medicine trainers at the disposal of its members to aid in injury prevention and rehabilitation and
bring employees back to work faster and healthier than what the Workers Comp program could
achieve on its own. By taking a proactive approach they have realized savings from fewer
worker comp claims and future long term medical disability claims. This is one example of the
sort of progression and fiscal responsibility RHFD cannot achieve due to the lack of depth and
structure.


Employee Attrition: Attrition has been a huge problem in our agency. We’ve hired 20
firefighters in the last 10 years. Keep in mind we are only an 18-member department. We keep
losing new employees. Firefighters are cut from the same cloth nationwide, we all have a
special drive to serve our public. With that said, our members are leaving  because other
departments are providing better opportunities to serve their communities. Opportunities such
as fully developed training divisions, prevention divisions, specialty rescue programs and more.
RHFD flushes money down the drain that we have invested in the hiring process which
includes: testing, backgrounds, psychological evaluations, interviews and more. If hired, there is
an additional loss of money spent for the new employees’ 10-shift training and about an







additional $10,000 for PPE that is fitted specifically for that individual. The financial loss caused
by lack of attrition adds up rapidly. However, the unforeseen accumulative impact due to high
attrition results in low morale and also a less experienced workforce. Morale and experience are
two contributing factors that can greatly affect a department's service and effectiveness. Con
Fire hires many firefighters at once, putting on full academies which cuts costs through
economies of scale. Contra Costa County Fire is a destination department that top candidates
seek out and compete to work at. These employees ultimately dedicate their entire career
towards their one community. Morale loss is prevented, and experience is retained making their
department's service model effective.


Training: Training is my specialty and is near and dear to me so I have quite a bit to say about
it. I am a qualified state instructor and am a subject matter expert in this area. A department's
training is what keeps its firefighters and citizens safe and prepared for emergency calls. Take a
look at training chronologically in the two departments side by side. Let’s start with Rodeo
Hercules Fire District. As a new hire you will get 10 days of initial training from your on-duty
crew which is available for calls in their district. The days calls that occur during this training
interfere with the day's training. The training is led by a 10-shift book that the Captain must
follow. The book includes teaching administrative tasks and a series of manipulative drills that
must be performed throughout the day by the cadet. The day only allows the cadet to attempt
each drill one or two times. The standards of training will vary from Captain to Captain and the
nuances on how to perform tasks may also differ which has caused new employees to struggle
the passing of their training 10-shift. Once the 10 days of new hire training are complete, the
new hire’s probation begins. There is a probationary task book to guide the new hire during
probationary training but there are no standards on how the training tasks are to be done. Some
of the task book tasks are antiquated and not accurate. There is no support staff in the district to
support training, update tasks books or create/update training standards although it is greatly
needed. At RHFD, promoted employees receive a task book to guide them through their new
job. At the Engineer rank the Captain teaches the components in the task book. At the Captain
rank they are self-taught. As the first line in leadership in serving the community, the training at
this level is paramount to sustain a high level of service. RHFD would require new training
officer positions to handle these deficiencies; it will cost the district multiple hundreds of
thousands of taxpayers dollars. Keep in mind this is only one area and we have many others to
cover.


In contrast, Contra Costa County Fire has done very well and is set up well as it relates to
training. New hires get a full 18-week academy taught by dedicated training staff and guest
instructors who specialize in the topics being taught. The curriculum being taught is prepared
and updated long before the academy by their training division staff. Their training has
standards the cadet is required to meet. This high quality first impression of training that is
placed on employees early in one's career sets the tone for a superior level of service provided
in the agency's service model. Once the employees graduate and begin their interactions with
the community throughout the rest of their career the service model improves. For this reason
training is a top priority for any fire service agency. The training division at Contra Costa County
Fire consists of a full-time dedicated training Chief, 4 full-time dedicated training Captains and







roughly 10 part-time student workers to help out on training activities as needed. Contra Costa
also has 3 training facilities where the scope of training is unrestricted. Two training towers, a
state of the art burn building for realistic training. Not to mention the special training
development programs contra costa county fire provides its employees. Each promotion you get
a full academy to provide promoted employees with the tools needed to go out and be
successful in serving the community in their new role. Contra Costa County Fire also provides
employees specialty training opportunities such as water rescue, dozer operations, hand crew
operations, Hazardous Materials, Heavy Rescue, Boat rescue/firefighting, Confined space,
Truck academy and more. These specialty training opportunities are brought back out into the
field where services are provided directly to the community having a direct impact on increasing
Contra Costa County Fires service model to the community.


RHFD has limited resources to offer specialty training to the community. We cover vast amounts
of water and shoreline with no open water training or resources. Our community would benefit
greatly from Contra Costa County Fire’s water and boat rescue/firefighting program. Training in
these areas is what allows us to save the lives of the members of the community. Case in point:
I remember early in my career watching the city of Alameda Fire Dept. who had recently ended
their water rescue program. I saw them standing on the shore while a member of their
community drowned and ultimately died. I could not believe what I had just watched. In my time
at RHFD on two separate occasions I have found myself standing at our shoreline with a 50-foot
rope watching members of our communities struggling as they attempt to stay alive in the
current of the bay located roughly 200 feet offshore. They were out of reach. I remember in that
moment feeling helpless, unable to help, and thinking about how Contra Costa County Fire has
the training and resources to act. This person in the water drowning in front of me is counting on
me to help… and I cannot. Contra Costa County Fire has a thriving boat program as well as
swift/open water rescue program. If we had been Contra Costa County Fire we could easily
have a water rescue asset implemented into our community. Not to mention Contra Costa
County Fire has a rescue helicopter at their district's disposal at a moments notice which is
paramount to the life-saving success of any search and rescue. These are life saving tools that
we can have at our fingertips to better serve and save our community. We simply do not have
these capabilities- we are qualified for shore-based rescue only. We get a rope that is 50 feet
long and a lifejacket for our personnel to wear as they stand on the shoreline. You can decide
which service model is better for yourself, but as a firefighter who deals with this on a regular
basis I see the obvious service enhancement Contra Costa County Fire would provide this
community. This is one specific example on how training and qualifications affect community
safety and community level of service.


Contra Costa County Fire also has a rescue/firefighting helicopter at its disposal that our
community could greatly benefit from. In my time as a wildland firefighter I learned first hand as
a helicopter-based firefighter that aircraft help save community members’ lives and save
community members’ homes… period. Our vast wildland urban interface would benefit greatly
from this service that Contra Costa County Fire provides. RHFD will never have a helicopter or
any service that would come close to providing the coverage similar to a helicopter. These few
examples just scratch the surface of benefits of training and special programs Contra Costa







County offers our community members. There are many more examples I could talk about in
great detail but I will mention a few others: bulldozers, handcrews for firefighting as well as fire
fuels mitigation/prevention, and communications. In this topic alone the enhancements that
Contra Costa County Fire can provide are pretty clear. Our communities' lives are what matter
to me and I believe they deserve these enhancements.


Accountability: I have heard many public comments about Battalion 7’s agreement with the
RHFD and how this provides all the depth the community needs. I completely disagree. Having
a unified Battalion 7 under one roof isn’t just better for firefighter safety and standardized
training - it's better for the community. Right now if there is a serious medical emergency in the
area of Hercules Ave and San Pablo Ave of our district station 76 in Hercules would respond.
The closest emergency unit to this area is actually engine 73 from Pinole located on Tennant
Ave. Because we have jurisdictional boundaries the closest unit does not get sent. Instead, the
jurisdiction associated with the taxpayer’s address gets sent. If we are to have better
accountability to our service model, regional consolidation would be the answer! Drop the
jurisdictional boundaries through consolidation of resources. This would improve response times
by over 200% in the Hercules Ave. area of our fire district's jurisdiction once Pinole contracts
services to Contra Costa County Fire. There is a big picture solution.


An integral part of function missing at RHFD is accountability. Accountability is integral to
providing a superior fire service model. Without proper accountability, how will our fire
department ensure we are providing consistent and proper services to our community? Right
now, RHFD only has one Battalion Chief-level supervisor on duty for one of the 3 shifts. That
leaves 2 shifts with severe holes in the structure of the organization affecting its function. That
means 66% of the total organization's leaders operate without direct supervision. Imagine going
to work everyday in these conditions. Is having no direct supervision over 66% of your
organization's structure healthy for day-to-day operations and effectiveness? Consider how a
66% lack of supervision and accountability in any agency would affect its end product of service.
Annexing with Contra Costa County Fire will increase the function of accountability by 33%
through bringing another Battalion Chief position and entire shift under the same roof. It's time
for better service- and that opportunity is presented before you now.


In conclusion, annexation would greatly benefit our community. Hopefully I have explained some
specific service model representations that the general public is not educated on. The average
member of the public deals with fire emergency services about one time per their lifetime. The
members of our public only somewhat know their current fire services and most definitely do not
know Contra Costa County's Fire service model and the reality of the benefits annexing would
bring to our community. However, we have all been hearing lots of speculation on both RHFD
and Contra Costa County Fire service models expressed from the community. I hope this letter
helps to scratch the surface of reality when it comes to the enhancements of annexation
between the two agencies. If we are to try and bring some of these services to our community
on our own we will spend well over 3.5-4 million and still be left with a lesser quality product and
not to mention a duplication of services that waste more tax payer dollars.







In what world can you increase your business model that would normally cost you 3.5-4 million
per year not just for free but in fact with an overall cost savings? Not only would we avoid
spending millions in duplicated fire services but we would save taxpayers millions of dollars
through cost savings of economies of scale. Contra Costa County Fire District per station
provides their services substantially cheaper per year than RHFD currently does. With that said
we would also fall under their current Fire Chief. The result is additional cost savings by not
paying for RHFD Fire Chief and admin staff. You have the obligation to maintain fiscal
responsibility for your tax payers. This annexation is the fiscally responsible thing to do with our
tax dollars. I believe a situation like this is a rare opportunity to be able to increase your local
service model while saving roughly 3.5-4 million dollars in your budget. There are many
agencies nationwide who would be envious of this opportunity. I advise talking to Contra Costa
County Fire Chief Broschard and speaking with him personally about possible enhancements
and community concerns of local control. He is the expert.


Thank you for your time and hope you consider what I have said.


Derek Cochnauer








To: RHFD Board of Directors & Community Members 


As an employee of the Fire District, I fully endorse the annexation between RHFD and the Contra Costa Fire Protection 
District (Confire). 


Currently, RHFD has several areas that are deficient or redundant, as outlined in the AP Triton Feasibility Study. 
Consolidating the two district’s resources, administration, personnel, equipment, training and services is operationally 
beneficial, fiscally responsible, and provides the community more for its tax dollars. 


Some of the fiscal redundancy RHFD assumes annually include: a full time Chief, administrative staff, vehicle 
maintenance, IT support, and EMS training. These redundant services cost tax payers over a million dollars per year.  All 
these functions can be handled and shared with the 13 towns and cities within Confire at a fraction of the cost, and with 
better service. 


While RHFD has always “made it work” with the resources and finances we have, NFPA Standards and the Triton Study 
clearly outline that there are deficiencies and areas for improvement that we cannot undertake with our current fiscal 
and operational limitations. We need to move away from the “local control” mantra in lieu of one of “regional 
operational capabilities”. Confire can provide us this essential component. What has local control given us? Closing the 
Rodeo station for 2 years, significant attrition, financial loses, redundant services/management, and inadequate 
resources. 


These are some examples of RHFD’s operational insufficiencies: No Hazmat, No RN for EMS program management, No 
Fire Investigators, Insufficient Prevention/Inspection staff, No Water Rescue, No IT department, No training staff, and 
too few Battalion Chiefs. All of these are either paid as contracts, or done by Confire for us as a gesture of good faith. 


With only one Battalion Chief, RHFD lacks an appropriate command structure. A department our size requires at least 3 
BC’s. This leaves two shifts per week without adequate supervision while on duty. Confire has numerous BC’s, providing 
a depth of coverage RHFD is financially incapable of providing.  


Being a small department with limited opportunities for advancement and career options, RHFD has had nine of the last 
nineteen hires leave for larger departments with better career opportunities. This constitutes attrition of 47% in just the 
last seven years, not including retirements. Hiring and training new employees is very costly, and to endure such 
extensive attrition impacts our operations and finances significantly. 


The culpability of our current situation lies on the shoulders of the District’s Fire Boards in decades past that opted for 
“local control” over “regional operational capability”, blinding them to the fiscal redundancies, operational 
requirements, career needs of firefighters, and improved service to the citizens they represent. Confire’s depth of 
personnel, resources, administration, equipment and training, plus cost savings is unequivocally superior to RHFD’s 
current fire service delivery model. 


Accordingly, I would like to ask for your support to please approve the annexation between RHFD and Contra Costa 
County Fire. 


Respectfully Yours, 


Robert Gelhaus 
RHFD Engineer/Paramedic 








Good evening board and community, 


    


           My name is Theresa Vouchilas. I am an Engineer-Paramedic with Rodeo-Hercules Fire District and 


have been with the district for seven years. I am writing this letter because I love this community I serve and I love 


working in the area. I hear the community’s questions about the benefits of annexation and I hope through my first 


hand experience I can explain why I am in favor of this annexation and why I believe it is a huge benefit to our 


public.  


 In my seven years here retention has always been an issue for this department. I am currently the only 


employee left from my academy of nine. Since the time I got hired in 2014 nine employees have left for other 


departments with more opportunities. More employees will continue to leave if this annexation does not happen. 


Having to constantly hire one employee at a time makes it impossible to have an academy. This leads to extra stress 


on crews having to do all day on the job training with new hires while still trying to run calls and complete other 


daily duties. Also there is no set standard or job sheets so the training varies from captain to captain. Not to mention 


the cost to outfit each new hire and pay for benefits for them to turn around and leave. Contra Costa County Fire is 


able to retain their employees due to more opportunities, specialty programs, standardized training with excellent 


training props, actual new hire academies, more opportunities to take time off of work to take classes and much 


more.  


 During my time here staffing has also been an issue. Not just with retention but injuries. RHFD currently has 


nine paramedics. Last year we only had three of the nine paramedics able to work for months due to injuries. At one 


point we dropped down to two paramedics due to a positive covid case. During that time of having two paramedics 


RHFD had to drop down to BLS. This resulted in EMTs having to run CPR calls and other critical calls. During this 


time the community was not able to receive the best care possible because EMTS are unable to start IVs and 


administer important life saving medications. Also only having three paramedics with two on duty a day led to the 


paramedics having to work four or five days straight. This leads to not only physical exhaustion but mental 


exhaustion as well. I also experienced a staffing issue when I dislocated my shoulder at work while on a call and we 


had no staffing to come in and cover me. I had to stay at work for 14 hours with a dislocated shoulder so we would 


not have to close a station down. This injury resulted in me needing surgery and placing me off work for eight 


months. Contra Costa County Fire has adequate staffing with rovers on duty so we would not have to work five 


days straight and we would be able to go home when injuries happen without worrying about closing a station. The 


annexation will provide resources and staffing for mental and physical longevity. 


 Another benefit to the annexation is the training division. With RHFD it is on the captain to take the 


information they remember and pass it down to their crew. Like previously stated training differs from captain to 


captain. RHFD also does not have succession planning or strong training to prepare you for promotional movement. 


We lack supplying our employees with the training to be successful at the next rank. Contra Costa County has 


developed engineer, captain and truck academies to supply their employees with the information needed to be 







confident and successful as they promote through the ranks.  


 Other benefits to the annexation is that Contra Costa County Fire has a mechanic shop so when our apparatus 


have issues we can call the shop and get a new apparatus in service right away. RHFD uses a third party for 


maintenance so we have to pay two employees overtime to take an apparatus to the shop and bring it back. We 


would also save money having a shared fire chief and administration. 


 I have also heard a lot of comments about having volunteers. RHFD had a volunteer program and we had a 


difficult time retaining the volunteers. I once was a volunteer for another department. The fire service is not a 


priority to most volunteers. You can not make a living off being a volunteer firefighter. Often, I was unable to show 


up to calls because of my regular job. We even experience it here in town when running with Crockett-Carquinez 


fire. Sometimes they have to leave during the middle of a critical call because they have to go to work and 


sometimes we are left covering their calls because they do not have the personnel to respond to a call. 


 Lastly, I would like to thank all of you for your time. These are a few of the reasons why I am in favor of this 


annexation and why I think it will benefit the public. RHFD will continue to be a dead end department if this 


annexation does not happen. It will be a revolving door of employees coming and going. I personally would love to 


stay in the RHFD area if this annexation happens and continue to serve this community I love. I believe this 


annexation is important moving forward to be able to have standardized training, succession planning, employee 


retention and a unified front. We need to make a change to insure that an incident like Michelle drive never happens 


again in our lovely battalion 7. This change can start now. This change can start with you. I strongly hope you 


consider moving forward with this annexation. 


 


Thank you, 


Engineer Vouchilas  


  


  


  


  
  








Dear Rodeo-Hercules Fire District and community members, 


My name is Donovan Kiel and I was employed with Rodeo-Hercules Fire District from July 2014 to 
November 2019. I would like to start by apologizing for not being able to attend tonight’s meeting as I 
am currently deployed at the Dixie fire. I was hired as a Firefighter/Emt and worked to complete 
paramedic school and later promoted to Engineer/Paramedic. I am writing you to share my experience 
while working for the Fire District and serving the amazing citizens within the communities of Rodeo and 
Hercules.  


I want you to understand that the RHFD was more than a job. Though I did not live in Rodeo-Hercules, 
my family spent every 4th of July morning in the community, with my kids participating in the fun run 
and watching and/or being a part of the parade. Even if I was working, my wife, who likes to sleep in, 
would wake up early so the boys can enjoy the Fourth of July festivities. We would also come enjoy the 
car show, chili cook-off, the bay trail, parks and other festivities the community had to offer. 


My time serving the citizens of Rodeo and Hercules was extremely rewarding in many ways. RHFD has 
lots of support from the community. Making the decision to leave the RHFD was a difficult one, for I felt 
a connection to the communities I served and my fellow firefighters that I considered family. Working at 
a small 2 station department had some advantages. Being able to have a bigger voice in the direction of 
the Department, an intimate knowledge of the community, and a close family like relationship with your 
coworkers were some of the reasons I enjoyed working for RHFD.  


Despite this, the reasons for leaving outweighed the reasons to stay.  The Fire service is more than just a 
job it is a career and a passion for us. As I looked forward to my goals and the areas I am most 
passionate about within the Fire service it became quite apparent I would not be able to accomplish 
them while working for RHFD. My desire to be able to work on a tiller truck, my love for rope rescue, 
and my interest in boat rescue were unavailable due to the limited resources RHFD could provide.  


As a Firefighter i want nothing more than to provide the best possible service while coming home safely 
to my family. In order to do that we take classes and gain on the job work experience. With only 2 
stations my desire to gain that experience and apply the knowledge I learned in classes was severely 
limited as I only had the experience and resources that RHFD could provide within the limited call 
volume and equipment provided.  


Lastly and most importantly was financial stability. I was hired on a safer grant and was on the edge of 
losing my position. Luckily the community was so supportive of keeping both stations open and 
overwhelmingly passed the tax measure securing the positions and keeping the station open. While this 
kept me employed it still didn't address the issue of nearly 10 years of no pay raises prior to me leaving. 
Being a Firefighter in the Bay area is difficult when your pay is substantially less than many other 
departments. I understand there has been some pay raises since I have left which is great. Moving 
forward hopefully that continues to happen. Merging with Contra Costa Fire would eliminate the need 
for a Fire Chief position, administration, and other administrative costs as these are all duplicate costs 
that can be provided as part of Confire. It would provide financial stability to the members serving the 
community as part of a bigger entity.  It would continue to provide outstanding service to the 
community while also enhancing resources they could provide. The current model is not sustainable and 
merging with Confire is not only a fiscally responsible decision but it is the best decision for both the 
community and the current members who continue to proudly serve Rodeo and Hercules.  







I want to thank everyone tonight for allowing me a space to speak about my experiences with the RHFD. 
I hope that tonight you will take the time to really think about what is best to support the departments 
members and provide the best possible service to the citizens of Rodeo and Hercules. As I stated early I 
really enjoyed my time working for RHFD. It was a difficult decision to leave but the only option I had to 
further my career and better provide for my family. Unfortunately I was not the only one to have to 
make this decision but hopefully I will be the last.  


 


 








My name is Clint Ballard and I am an Engineer/Medic here at the Rodeo-Hercules 
Fire District. I have been working in west Contra Costa County in Battalion 7 for 
nearly  fifteen years.  


I am a strong supporter of consolidation and am excited about the progressive 
advancements a merger with Con-Fire will bring to the community and the 
employees of RHFD. A comprehensive merger such as this will usher in a new era 
of enhanced resources that a stand-alone small department simply cannot 
provide.  


This merger should be seen and embraced as a positive progressive step for the 
community as well as the RHFD employees, and I’m confident those who do not 
share our vision would change their minds if they were fully educated on the true 
benefits. 


Today’s complex threats and challenges can only be met with a unified effort – it 
is imperative consolidation with Con-Fire is achieved. Please support us in our 
pursuit to provide a better service delivery for our community.    








Jul 22, 2021


Dear Rodeo-Hercules Board of Directors,


As a 21 year veteran of Rodeo Hercules Fire District, the purpose of this letter is to request the
Board of Directors to look closely at the A.P. Triton report findings, and take into consideration
the opinions and first hand knowledge of the Captain’s, Engineer’s, and Firefighter’s of the
district as well.


Rodeo-Hercules is a small district, responsible for all hazard, but what it lacks is the resources
to handle most hazards.  For example, part of our responsibility is the San Pablo Bay, however if
any incident occurs, we lack not only the resources, but the training to safely respond. We have
to look to other agencies to send in resources, such as the U.S. Coast Guard and neighboring
departments who have personnel trained to respond to water rescue.  If we had the resources
and training, we could mitigate the emergency ourselves. Recently, Alameda City Fire
experienced a drowning, had someone been trained with the proper resource, the victim would
be alive today.  We want to avoid this travesty. No citizen should die in our district as the fire
department watches helplessly from the shore as we wait for aid from another department.
If the annexation occurs, the citizens of Rodeo-Hercules can count on the multitude of rescue
equipment and training provided by Contra Costa Fire, in turn, more lives will be saved.


Rodeo-Hercules lacks administration and command structure. The fallout is that the Captain,
Engineers, and Firefighters absorb the responsibilities that are not being handled, which in turn,
takes away from the daily operations and community outreach.  We cannot begin to count the
hours spent on these extra required assignments. Currently, there is no solution, with no plans
to increase administration.  The annexation will allow our personnel to concentrate on daily
operations, training, public education, etc. and provide the desired leadership that creates a
stronger department.


Firefighter retention is the #1 problem. Since the reform of the firefighter retirement system,
firefighters have to work additional years.  The next generation of firefighters are not looking to
make a higher salary, but are looking for the opportunity to differentiate their professional
experiences, whether it’s on a truck company, boat, or even hazmat.  Our small department can
not offer the diversity that is craved by the next generation.   Over the last ten years, more
fighterers have come and go, at the financial burden of our district.  Tax payers shell out
thousands and thousands of dollars for each new recruit, only to have it wasted when he/she
leaves for another department within a couple years. We are concerned that if the annexation
fails, the fallout will be that a large number of well qualified and trained personnel will look
towards outside organizations for better opportunities and administration support.


Rodeo-Hercules Fire District has a small work force, only 18 active personnel, 6 each shift. The
problem is, if one person goes out, then the department must back fill his/her position.    This is







taxing on personnel, both physically and emotionally.  2020 was a catastrophic year with
injuries,personal leave, and COVID.  Each individual set aside vacation plans, worked extra
hours and sacrificed time spent with his/her family. By September and October we reached a
critical level with paramedic staffing.  The remaining paramedics on shift were working at least
one extra day per week, even working through the hourly limit to maintain our paramedics at
each station, this also includes them being mandated. At one given point, we had only two
paramedics available, and unfortunately reduced the staffing level to BLS.  The consequences
of this was a compromised level of emergency service to the community, something we can all
agree should never happen.


There are a multitude of positive reasons to allow the annexation of the Rodeo-Hercules
Fire Department, many of which are suggested in this letter.  We will have the opportunity to
provide and hire qualified and highly trained firefighters, utilize a variety of equipment that
ensures a successful response no matter the hazard, and most important a strong
administration and leadership.  All interests aside, the safe and efficient protection of the
community is by far  most important.  We feel that Contra Costa Fire will provide everything we
need to mitigate all hazards with the utmost safety of the personnel, community and
environment.


Respectfully
Captain Skye Johnson
Rodeo-Hercules Fire








From: Jesus Garcia
To: Bryan Craig; Kimberly Corcoran
Subject: Correspondence to RHFD board of directors
Date: Thursday, July 22, 2021 9:15:45 PM


Good evening members of the board and residents. My name is Jesus Garcia and I am a
firefighter with the Rodeo-Hercules fire district. I am writing to you, to let you know that I am
in full support of annexation with Confire. Since becoming a member of RHFD in 2019, I
began to notice the areas that we need more support. Those areas include a fully staffed fire
prevention division, training division, EMS division, specialized resources, equipment and
health/wellness, that’s just to name a few. A lot of these areas of responsibility are put into our
members hands to handle on a day to day basis. We do so with tremendous pride to impact our
community in a positive way but we can’t do it alone. We need your full support with the
annexation with Confire, so we can better serve our community. The annexation with Confire
will aid with our growing community and needs in our district. Now more than ever we need
to be unified to ultimately have a positive impact in our community for many years to come. 


Sincerely,


Firefighter Garcia 


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:jesus.garcia.lopez12@gmail.com

mailto:Craig@rhfd.org

mailto:Corcoran@rhfd.org






Good Evening Chair, Board and Community Members, 


 


 Thank you for your time and allowing me to speak tonight.  My name is Carlo Granzella 


and I am a Probationary Firemen with Rodeo-Hercules Fire Protection District.  I come before 


you tonight seeking your support for the annexation with Contra Costa County Fire Protection 


District.  This annexation provides standardized training throughout the area and will enhance 


firefighter safety.   


When I arrived at RHFD, I was put through a 10 day academy.  This academy was not like 


most academies that other agencies provide their new firefighters.  It consisted of many hours 


of training while continuing to provide the citizens with the services that they expect from us 


every day.  In an academy format, a subject topic could take a full week of learning and 


practice.  Due to the 10 day academy, that same topic would only be given a couple hours so 


that we could move on to the next topic.  I would like to thank everyone at the department that 


took the time to help train me to be successful at RHFD.  We had a lot of long days and nights to 


ensure that I was able to get all my training completed in the 10 days prior to being assigned to 


my crew.  I still work hard and train every day to be the firefighter the residents expect me to 


be. 


As a firefighter, we are called into action when our citizens need us most.  These 


incidents include medical emergencies, vehicle accidents, structure fires, vegetation fires, etc.   


There is a training division at Contra Costa Fire that ensures that everyone within the 


department is trained to the same standard.  The academy allows the firefighters to focus on 


the task and skills that they will continue to use and rely on throughout our career without the 


distraction of running calls.  With so many agencies located here in West County, we do not 


have the same training or Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) when it comes to such 


incidents.  This has been found to cause firefighters to pass in the line of duty.  People often tell 


me they couldn’t perform the work we do because they couldn’t run into a burning building.  I 


am able to do these tasks that I am called to do because I trust the men and women that I work 


alongside.  The annexation will help to have more departments working with the same 


Standard Operating Procedures and training, making it safer for the residents and firefighters.  







In closing, I am a normal person just like every one of you.  I have a wife and daughter at 


home and we expecting our second daughter in the coming months.  I support this annexation 


with Contra Costa Fire because it provide a better service for the residents of Rodeo and 


Hercules and enhances firefighter safety. 


 


 


Thank you, 


Carlo Granzella 
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 Good evening board, ladies and gentleman of the community, my name is Miguel 


Carvajal and I am a firefighter with the Rodeo Hercules Fire District. I have been with the 


district a little over four years and am writing this letter to you tonight, in favor of the annexation 


of our department with Contra Costa County Fire District. Since I was hired back in 2017 I have 


noticed and experienced the short comings of this department and the areas that we as a small 


district lacked, the ultimately affects our safety and the level of service that we provide to the 


community.  


 First off the depth and personnel to have a sufficient training staff is not feasible with an 


18 personnel department. Without that depth of a full-fledged training department we as Rodeo 


Hercules have outdated standards, lack of resources, and insufficient amounts of supervisors to 


receive the proper training that a professional paid department needs as well as the requirements 


from the state. Training is one of the biggest aspects of our job as it prepares us to respond to a 


vast majority of emergency calls and make important decisions with limited amounts of time to 


return safely to our family and friends as well as provide a high level of service to the 


community. Its not the fault of our fire chief and staff of these issues, they do an amazing job 


everyday to provide as much support to us as the operations side of things. They just do not have 


the resources, finances, or personnel to meet these needs.    


 The growth of Hercules and the town of Rodeo is another key topic to push towards the 


possibility of annexation. The call volume and the expansion of the area will continue to grow, 


not allowing us as 18 individuals to preform our everyday tasks answering the calls and training 


as well as the pre-planned steps we take to try to take and mitigate the emergencies from 


happening in the first place. I’m here to tell you that Contra Costa County Fire has these 


specialized divisions in place that currently do an amazing job mitigating and pre planning 
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emergencies. For example they have a fire prevention division, fire investigation division, 


training division, EMS divisions, operations divisions, and fuel mitigation division as working 


with their sole responsibilities to be community risk reduction. Currently in our RHFD model 


with our 18 line personnel staff we try and coordinate and facilitate these areas of responsibility 


as well as train, and answer the calls as they come in, this can be stressful and tasking and 


doesn’t allow us to fully commit to our service of the community.  


 Depth of personnel is also a very important topic as to why annexation will be beneficial 


and help keep staffing levels at a minimum standard or better. The year 2020 presented many 


challenges facing a global pandemic, and uncertainty of where the fire service was headed. 


Within our department we saw a drastic dip in personnel due to long term injuries of our 


personnel leaving the department with 10 eligible employees to maintain the stations. Of those 


10 employees only 2 were paramedics and were constantly tasked to their maximum allotted 


amount of time to work week after week. Multiple days even occurred were we couldn’t staff a 


paramedic on the engines and ran in a basic life support setting, a mentality that we as RHFD 


dislike and discourage because now we are servicing our citizens at a lower level than what they 


are paying for. If annexed into Contra Costa County that depth issue will no longer play a factor 


as, CCCFPD up staffs and continually relies on the depth of their 309 firefighters to evenly share 


the load and maintain the highest level of service to the community.  


 So I urge you Board Members; as I write this as a current firefighter of Rodeo Hercules 


and as a citizen within Contra Costa County to please follow the facts, listen to the leadership 


within the fire service and see that annexation is the safest and financially feasible plan set before 


you to provide the most professional fire services to your communities. Thank You  


 -Miguel Carvajal           





